SGID Facilitator Script

1. **Introduction** of self, SGID program. Here at your teacher's request to find out what you think is happening here regarding learning. The process is

   VOLUNTARY (invitation)
   ANONYMOUS
   CONFIDENTIAL (teacher's eyes only)

   Teacher will use this to make decisions about enhancing learning in the course.

2. **The process**
   - form into groups
   - discuss the questions on this worksheet
   - come up with 3 responses to each question (about 10 minutes)
   - go back to whole class for group reports

   In your groups: CONSENSUS when possible; report conflicting opinions when necessary.

   Teacher sees my report only, not your worksheets.

   Before we begin, WHAT ARE YOUR QUESTIONS?

3. **Form small groups**, choose recorder, circulate

4. **Group reports**
   - PERSON TO TAKE NOTES, write down exactly from the board
   (Note: some facilitators bring a laptop and ask a student to record notes from the board using an open feedback from document others also take cell phone pictures of the board)

   follow-up: what does this mean? Is there anything else we want to add here? BUT keep it moving

5. **Is there anything else** I should communicate to your teacher? He/she will review this, make decisions about the course, and be back in touch with you to talk about plans.